Title word cross-reference


* [2218].
encoding [1116]. encrypted [929, 2061, 803]. encryption [2008, 2061].
End [37, 1496, 1809, 338, 1909, 2184, 1685].
End-to-end [37, 1809, 1909, 2184].
EndoScope [7]. Energy [351, 100, 713, 753]. energy-efficient [713].
engagement [1712]. engine [1299, 823, 752, 675, 8, 944, 1235, 1393, 1586, 2085, 2142, 521, 1277, 1922, 1533, 2088, 125, 1920, 1089, 801].
Enterprise [1186, 1404, 2075, 2124, 921, 82, 1189, 720, 125, 887, 315].
enterprise-wide [315]. entity-aware [378].
enumeration [1266, 985, 1305, 1646, 2195, 2038, 1113].
EnviroMeter [918]. environment [1169, 267, 164].
environments [654, 2123, 911, 582, 936]. eSkyline [929].
erasure [806]. Errata [1710, 1199, 1914, 1275]. erroneous [377].
Error [1416, 1137, 1455, 1521, 1838, 1698, 1225, 2140, 1925, 1755, 725, 810].
Error-bounded [1137]. error-tolerant [1521, 810]. errors [1535, 1720, 252].
ETL [916, 735, 1356]. Euclidean [1221].
evaluator [937]. even [386].
Everything [1936, 565]. evidence [732].
Evita [94]. evolution [891, 266, 63, 522, 1864, 330, 73, 887]. evolutionary [885, 222]. evolvable [367]. evolve [489]. evolving [2119, 1449, 475, 1542, 457]. Exact [253, 1899, 1482, 609, 2181, 590, 1705].
exact- [590]. exactly [698]. Example [2032, 1594, 1922, 1033, 1520, 1878].
Example-driven [2032]. examples [213, 41, 1448, 634, 1849].
Excel [1129]. exchange [24, 186, 349, 951, 318].
executing [1161]. Execution [1133, 2123, 871, 360, 1393, 93, 937, 31, 2142, 746, 1303, 1179, 512, 1282, 1384, 1492, 353, 423, 579, 856, 1206, 243, 1890]. executions [539].
Exemplar [1033]. eXist [1403]. eXist-db [1403]. existing [1427, 1914].
expanding [716]. expansion [542, 180, 617]. expectations [455]. experience [288].
experimentation [1493]. experiments
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hidden [2199, 1101, 1147, 665, 1798].
hierarchical
[1541, 1896, 197, 1403, 1306, 1320, 98, 89, 2089, 422, 1364, 1359, 1339, 996, 1944, 1878].
hierarchy [1636, 53, 375].
High
high-availability [1773]. high-capacity
[1862].
high-contention [1844].
high-dimensional
[102, 3, 924, 1959, 1558, 1925, 971, 2208].
High-end [338]. high-level
[288, 1077, 1199]. High-performance
[359, 597, 308, 1476, 1876, 1255, 1523, 1634, 1529, 140, 25, 1191, 298]. High-speed
[1471]. High-throughput [539]. high-value
[1634]. higher [653, 707]. higher-order
[653]. highlighting [127]. Highly
[1017, 654, 193, 1306, 2096, 533, 1567, 1632].
Hillview [2045]. HippogriDB [1622].
histogram [864, 226, 1755].
histogram-based [1755]. histograms
[214, 431, 581, 241, 1929, 996]. historical
[74, 1664]. History
[1661, 339, 2086, 766, 1310]. Hive
[1136, 323]. hoc
[78, 459, 2101, 2193, 134, 325, 109]. hold
[1714]. Holistic
[1851, 1736, 1728, 2113, 1120, 1554, 1973].
HoloClean [1728]. Homogeneous
[2210, 1478]. homomorphism [443]. Hone
[933]. Hop [1109, 453, 2009, 2195].
hop-constrained [2195]. horizontal
[2154, 388]. horses [2102]. Horton [993].
hostage [1714]. hosted [104]. hosting
[800]. HPC [1703, 2218]. hStorage [662].
hStorage-DB [662]. HTML [1359]. hub
[2197, 1868]. HubPPR [1645]. hubs [1322].
Hum [747]. Hum-a-song [747]. Human
[1615, 1825, 573, 535, 1216, 1215, 1926, 2073, 1940]. Human-assisted [535]. Human-in-the-loop [1825, 2073]. Human-powered [573]. humming [747].
Hunting [2209, 99]. Husky [1487]. HV
[375]. HV-tree [375]. Hybrid
[1565, 1050, 824, 247, 2160, 1662, 944, 691, 2093, 521, 662, 722, 2177, 701].
hybrid-store [722]. Hydra
[1858, 1949, 2191]. HyPE [944, 1157]. Hyper
[2021, 537, 1803]. Hyper-local [537]. hypergraph [1747]. hypergraphs
[985, 2212]. hyperlinks [1003]. hyperloglog
[1917]. hypotheses [1088]. HYRISE [521].
I/O [1622, 862, 771, 1495, 636]. I2RS [1391].
iAVATAR [497]. iBench [1461]. Ibex
[1089]. IBM [316, 882, 1564, 2070].
IBminer [927]. iBTune [2029]. ICARUS
[1940]. iCBS [561]. IDE [1407]. IDEA
[2048]. ideas [1618]. identification
[620, 18, 12, 1218]. Identifying
[92, 437, 372, 654, 76, 496]. identity [687].
iFlow [484]. iGraph [380]. IHCS [2003].
IL-Miner [1630]. image
[1391, 2085, 1250, 1731, 925, 1387, 497, 701].
imaging [338]. immutable [785]. impact
[1844, 366, 1556, 252, 1189]. imperative
[1867]. implementation
implementations [2058]. Implementing
[162, 549]. implications
[1189, 1316, 1460, 532]. implicit
[1218, 1648]. importance [1739, 221].
impossibility [1099]. imprecise [361].
improve [64, 404, 1489]. Improved
[1910, 235, 2228, 2079, 110]. Improving
[1953, 1276, 210, 840, 240, 1754, 1734].
imputation [1738, 2217, 1331]. In-cache
[1249]. In-database
[2088, 2107, 1498, 1268, 1806]. in-depth
[382, 2003, 790, 1307]. In-memory
1074, 1326, 2139, 1702, 1263. in-network
[2189]. in-place [1351]. in-situ [1792].
in-storage [1529]. in-time [725].
incentivized [1732]. including [1847].
inclusion [1917, 1287]. incomplete
[1218, 1588, 939, 605]. Incompleteness
[166]. inconsistent [812]. Incorporating
[2187]. increased [721]. increasing [1643].
Incremental [1062, 1333, 1554, 527,
1255, 561, 1811, 1683, 556, 1281].
Incrementally [538, 1734]. independence
[175, 421, 645, 1190]. independent
[347, 1424, 817, 111, 1424, 1608, 1156, 1108].
index-assisted [1541]. index-based
[1853]. indexed [1897, 1355]. indexer
[730]. indexes
[156, 2158, 407, 438, 1885, 2203, 1339, 2177].
Indexing [1306, 1318, 1364, 589, 84, 173,
1373, 1208, 943, 1517, 575, 1136, 1066, 1879,
2205, 1852, 960, 596, 612, 1655, 1951, 1221,
845, 1853, 364, 375, 1055, 2139, 1902, 1892].
Index-assisted [1541]. index-based
[1853]. Indexed [1897, 1355]. index-assisted
[2029]. indoor [2094, 1574, 1655]. induced
[2180, 1763, 981]. induction [2030].
inductive [1238]. industrial [2071, 1776].
Industry [102, 1437, 727, 1124].
Industry-scale [102]. inequalities [1889].
Inequality [1710, 1441]. iNextCube
[322]. inference
[1140, 2168, 432, 540, 31, 1274, 1498, 544,
2098, 1728, 1799, 1812, 1491, 843, 1673].
inference-enabled [1799]. inference-proof
[432]. Inferray [1491]. Inferring [1244].
infinite [1105]. influence [1278, 578, 1911,
1704, 1313, 1457, 1542, 1695, 1244].
Influential [1264, 1913, 1231, 372]. InfoBox
[927]. infoboxes [583]. InfoPuzzle [764].

Information [335, 1021, 2183, 1432, 984,
607, 2223, 391, 2015, 1851, 23, 132, 166,
1407, 392, 1588, 630, 955, 414, 487, 1165,
772, 605, 947, 493, 434, 322, 492].
information-theoretic [2015].
informative [557, 1226]. infrastructure
[1421, 272, 1152, 164]. ingestion
[2105, 1979, 1373, 2048]. inheritance [210].
initial [1702]. Injecting [867]. inlining
[2077]. innovative [1201]. insertion [1789].
isightful [496]. insights
[2219, 1807, 979, 940]. instance [1589, 1630].
instance-level [1630]. instances
[1465, 585]. Instant [975]. instantaneously
[464]. instruction [1209]. instructions
[1246]. insufficient [1661]. integer [812].
integrated [1169, 6, 2093, 1315, 584, 115].
Integrating [216, 1462, 1131, 473, 65].
Integration
[2150, 436, 1252, 1410, 1461, 504, 281, 1589,
846, 261, 64, 2094, 331, 782, 889, 197, 199,
316, 500, 498, 2079, 23, 132, 758, 166, 1207,
1825, 1149, 1124, 796, 792, 618]. integrative
[1196]. integrity [1280, 522, 148]. Intel
[1276]. intelligence [297, 1149, 1429].
Intelligent
[1828, 883, 1729, 473, 1089, 2072]. intent
[2032]. inter [1686]. inter-graph [1686].
interaction [1814, 159, 1179]. interactions
[273]. Interactive
[1140, 1160, 727, 1537, 350, 23, 1642, 1935,
1942, 1782, 740, 1366, 574, 1426, 321, 543,
1411, 2107, 746, 503, 2158, 1946, 1405, 1328,
132, 897, 1401, 1313, 1227, 1168, 369, 1577,
1725, 1790, 1561, 309, 1888, 1666, 497, 761,
2110, 935, 736, 1194, 1398]. interconnected
[772]. interest [901, 1065, 1713, 1744].
Interesting [459, 1428].
Interesting-phrase [459]. interface
[1971, 1343, 1503, 1534, 199, 58, 1405, 930,
1227, 932]. interfaces [197, 525].
Interleaved [2178]. Interleaving [1852].
interlinks [2086]. intermediate [2053].
Intermittent [2044]. internal [596].


look [339, 1432]. Looking [1702, 1432].
loop [112, 1825, 2073, 612]. loosely [461].
Low [834, 1063, 1886, 1192, 1483, 1934, 1558, 960, 2067, 1763, 1130, 1494, 1510].
Low-latency [834, 1063, 1483, 1558, 2067].
low-memory [1886].
low-overhead [1934].
low-power [1130, 1510]. Low-rank [685].
lower [1466, 802]. Lowering [2167].
LSH [1066, 1828, 2208, 1551].
LSM [1979, 2194].
LSM-based [1979, 2194]. Lusail [1871].
LUW [292].
M3R [721]. M4 [1071]. MaaT [1030].
macrotask [1362]. MAD [294, 718]. made [1581, 735, 905, 1325, 2185, 1773, 912].
MADlib [718]. Magellan [1552, 1606].
Main [51, 308, 661, 1009, 161, 1541, 956, 1288, 521, 614, 2207, 563, 1276, 140, 1546, 952, 597, 1613, 1463, 1492, 975, 1726, 1344, 1631, 791, 1229, 887, 990, 1117, 2170].
Manage [765]. managed [1100].
management [1294, 739, 1076, 495, 147, 2147, 1611, 1772, 1753, 895, 995, 6, 1893, 874, 278, 1079, 2165, 1114, 714, 1532, 1606, 599, 1802, 2122, 351, 824, 2096, 1530, 2127, 662, 120, 1985, 1517, 893, 1619, 732, 511, 2121, 1767, 1726, 1012, 720, 2154, 2115, 716, 150, 154, 335, 723, 1512, 1602, 315, 1300, 83, 1082, 1170, 1931, 1074, 1127, 2100, 110].
manager [1796, 1657]. managers [329].
Managing [73, 178, 923, 1085, 1088, 307, 1177, 1783, 730, 30]. manifold [1250].
manipulation [754]. many [1919, 1869]. many-core [1869]. ManyAspects [127].
map [464, 932, 802, 1097, 323, 1141, 288]. map-reduce [802, 1097, 323, 288].
MapReduce [761]. MapReduce-based [735].
MapReduce-style [728]. maps [272, 1597, 1764]. Mariana [1197]. market [2119, 297, 1700, 1659]. marketing [1291].
masses [2147]. Massive [741, 242, 1748, 1376, 103, 1382, 1456, 1850, 1445, 468, 1757, 178, 716, 640, 2210].
match [383, 244]. matchability [64].
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OLTP/OLAP [1762]. OLxP [1369].

Omnidb [938]. on-chip [202]. on-demand [1356]. on-line [327]. on-road [1735].


ontological [1549, 389]. Ontologies [146, 313]. Ontology [1154, 2027, 923, 2092, 1046, 949, 1553].


operation [1953]. Operational [1611, 1568]. Operationalizing [2198].


Opportunities [2207, 2154, 2119, 878, 1534, 881, 715, 1079, 777, 2146, 2121, 2222].


optimize [1427, 376]. optimized [200, 1157, 956, 1085, 42, 1834, 577, 2098].


OrpheusDB [1723]. out-of-core [1711].


Overview [874, 2119, 1187]. OWL2 [1218]. OWL2-EL [1218]. oxymoron [1].

P [120, 1588]. P2P [123, 495, 122, 121].
P2PDocTagger [495]. package [1500, 935].

PackageBuilder [1153]. packages [1153, 1213]. PACTs [501]. padding [1786].

page [18, 626, 565, 376]. pagerank [1645, 527, 1842, 1094, 1296, 2163, 2210, 819].


Pangea [259, 1990]. Panorama [2196].

paper [342, 1201, 1082]. PAQO [928].

paradigm [1298]. PARADIS [1351].

Parallel [1513, 1842, 1762, 1000, 1539, 912, 2150, 661, 501, 553, 871, 1304, 1741, 103, 1753, 1351]
Real-time [2028, 1125, 1371, 1313, 1695, 620, 1789, 2131, 1569, 1369, 1115, 1220, 301, 1406, 176, 1841, 1559, 1156, 1568, 1599, 481, 1142, 1164, 1217, 1861, 2129, 1194].
real-world [313, 383, 1574, 1217].
realistic [236].
reality [1924, 328, 1784].
Realization [1192].
really [157, 1469].
Realtime [2163, 947].
rearview [157].
Reasoning [204, 76, 1907, 2032].
rebuild [1774].
ReCache [1859].
recall [208].
recall-based [208].
RecDB [905].
reclamation [1044].
recognition [1822].
recognizing [1295].
recogniser [908, 652].
recommenders [1295].
recogniser [908, 652].
recommending [1807, 279].
reconciliation [1034, 121].
Reconciling [1750, 904].
reconfigurable [476].
reconstruction [1930].
Record [377, 204, 1062, 379].
records [1103, 1043, 766, 1561].
Recovering [558].
recovery [2136, 626, 707, 549, 275, 1939, 211, 1258, 725, 849, 1263].
recreation [1336].
recreation/storage [1336].
recurring [1152, 1282].
recursive [2000, 679, 1353].
redesign [1496, 1714].
Redoop [1152].
reduce [502, 1097, 323, 288].
Reducing [1121, 842, 1993, 406, 1246, 381, 753, 1494].
reduction [92, 1952, 1495].
redundancy [391, 1952].
redundant [96].
REEF [937].
reenactment [1787].
refactorization [2005].
Reference [187, 1320].
Reference-based [187].
references [1260].
refinable [1523].
refinement [392, 1577].
Reformulation [1392].
Reformulation-based [1392].
region [1598, 89].
region-based [89].
regional [1833].
regions [1065, 2043, 1564, 785, 1744, 141].
registration [23, 132].
regression [1604, 686].
regressions [2166].
Regret [439, 1291, 1035, 1443, 2179].
Regret-minimizing [439, 2179].
regular [1488, 353].
regulating [1781].
reinforcement [1887, 2134].
related [1719, 1311, 199, 1337].
relatedness [1801].
Relation [605, 1916, 1976].
Relational [105, 602, 1971, 1092, 799, 352, 675, 900, 1900, 1500, 261, 784, 341, 1005, 1025, 260, 591, 1723, 1172, 2109, 1537, 1227, 1504, 353, 1283, 2052, 1608, 1867, 807, 1553, 905, 1567, 1760, 1428, 1878, 223, 1624, 463].
relationships [1987, 760, 183, 585, 2214, 1705].
relationships [460, 592, 706, 458, 1273, 1158].
Relative [594, 2140, 221, 1107].
relatively [1801].
Relaxed [1835, 405].
reliability [1011].
reloaded [1309, 1366, 1408, 484, 1193, 1890].
reordering [1953, 1975].
repaired [1905, 1419, 536].
Repairing [1488, 1091, 829, 1716].
repairs [220, 357, 1728].
repartition [2021].
repeatable [138].
replay [418, 2176].
reranking [1829, 302].
replay-based [1829].
replicated [1970, 1115, 48, 834, 2067, 1363, 2189].
replication [1087, 344, 1497, 340, 1762, 2036, 2082, 484, 259, 1829, 44].
reported [1156].
reporting [343].
repositories [946, 30].
repository [316].
representation [1424, 2053, 2068, 516].
representations [153, 2198].
representative [439, 2179, 497, 1960].
representatives [1694].
reproducible [1413].
reproductive [1417].
repulsive [586].
ReqFlex [896].
request [82].
request-routing [82].
requests [243].
reranking [1526].
research


TransActiveDB [1216]. transducers [978].
transferable [1620]. Transform [1922, 480, 183].
Transform-data-by-example [1922].
transformation [1966, 672, 1113, 1701].
transformation-based [672, 1113].
transformations [1905, 213, 1922, 634, 1520, 1715].
Transforming [489, 376]. transforms [1811, 1683, 367]. translations [24].
transportation [1130]. Travel [843].
tree-aware [162]. tree-based [2219].
tree-structured [1103, 1318, 228, 1797]. trees [986, 1132, 1288, 682, 2197, 181, 1201, 1914, 1881, 449]. TreeScope [1396].
Trekking [1085]. trend [568, 1841].
Trie-join [448]. triggers [485]. Trill [1255].
trillion [2045, 1377, 692, 2159]. trillion-cell [2045]. trillion-edge [2159]. Trinity [2103].
trip [935]. triple [1863].
TripleBit [822]. TripBit [1418].
trips [976]. truly [1873]. Truss [1737, 640].
Truss-based [1737]. truss-equivalence [1737]. trust [1302]. trusted [2219].
Tuning [274, 4, 442, 138, 2134, 2117, 273, 612, 1512, 2029, 428].
triss [1609]. tuple [1564, 963].
tuples [1153, 26]. Tuplex [2114].
Turbo [205]. Turbo-charging [205].
turn [874]. Tutorial [1823, 1435, 2123, 145, 1183, 1614].
tweeting [1811, 1683]. tweet [908]. tweets [1156, 994]. twig [420].

Two [418, 1660, 664, 2155, 689, 1008, 1914, 1619, 1329].
two-event [689]. two-phase [2155].
two-tier [1329]. Two-way [418]. Type [645, 31, 1861, 1141]. type-ahead [1141].
Type-based [645]. typed [1850, 1650]. types [458].

UASMs [464]. UbeOne [940]. ubiquity [1866].
UDA [1268]. UDA-GIST [1268].
UDAO [2108]. UDF [1346]. UDF-centric [1346].
UDFs [2077]. UFO [316]. ULISSE [1938].
ULS [1167]. ultra [202]. UITraMan [1893].
unaggregated [206]. unbundled [1376, 1234, 2196].
uncertain-data [436]. Uncertainty [1206, 687, 432, 167, 842].
uncracked [1303]. unchained [1010]. underlying [2116].
Understanding [1290, 979, 1697, 1681, 773, 996, 456].
undetected [1720]. Unicorn [875]. unified [1893, 1434, 1751, 724, 212, 2179, 2034, 2108].
uniform [2225]. unify [1268].
unifying [1985, 1420, 2126, 353, 1373]. union [1895, 1664].
unique [1027, 951]. uniqueness [377, 2156].
universes [553, 202].
Universal [943, 464, 1424]. Universal-DB [1424].
unpredictable [229]. unraveling [1682].
unsound [320]. unstructured [194, 945, 732, 414]. ununsupervised [2182].
Updating [2144, 406].
upgrades [1908]. UPI [396]. upload [913].
Upper [802, 1466]. Upsortable [1791].
URL [526]. URLs [18]. usability [1380].
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